MarianneBoruch
From Bishop'sBlue Pharmacy

Xn 1978, a year before her death, Elizabeth Bishop finished a poem, "Santarém,"
which placed her in the crux of the marvelous, at the conflux of two of the world's
great rivers, the Amazon and the Tapajos.The poem rings with exotic, chaotic life
in
their
carts hooked up to zebus, those curly-horned oxen; young nuns waving, still
blinding white habits, off to a downriver mission by steamer; a whole lovely racket
of departure and arrival.But this is mere overture; the revelation lies in wait, and the
poem gradually narrows to its delivery. Entering a "blue pharmacy,"as she calls it,
the poet discovers the real fortune- a wasps' nest, empty, and placed lovingly on a
shelf: "Small, exquisite," she tells us, "clean matte white and hard as stucco." Eventually, the pharmacistgives it to her, and she carriesoff her prize to the waiting ship.
There, a Mr. Swan, fellow-passenger and retiring head of Philips Electric- "reallya
very nice old man" Bishop assures us- blurts out, simply, "What'sthat ugly thing?"
And so, on such a question, the poem ends (CompletePoems185).
I can play this movie in my head a hundred times, and I still return to that moment
amid the dusty bottles and boxes, the peculiarshade of that "blue pharmacy."It is the
surprise of that gleaming, tidy relic the wasps' nest high in its honored place that
triggers my wonder at how a simple image presses itself into memory as fuse and
heart to make a poem, to demand that it unfold as it keeps unfolding.
Surprise.How that is linked to finding, to finding out. I think of once finding a
similar unexpected treasure,a map, but a wholly different kind of map, a quick, aerial
re-take on the earth, calling itself 'The Top of the World," its living center not Asia
or America or Europe, but the north pole and its arctic air, frozen islands by the
hundreds, strips of cold blue- a map, in short, governed by nothing but surprise, that
love of the odd angle. There it was at a garage sale a couple of summers ago, leaning
against the paint-dripped bookcase, next to the sprung wing-back chair. I stood and
stared; I still stand and stare in my own upstairs hall, transfixed. This may be one of
those indulgent, dream-lit moments, but I am thinking Elizabeth Bishop would have
loved such a map, not as much as the wasps' nest, perhaps, but probably enough to
have outbid me for it at the edge of that slow backyard,overgrown with anthémis
and delphinium and poppy.
The yard itself- about a fourth acre packed with the tall, rangy flowers, blue,
blood-red- was eye-level, an ocean. Bishop would have liked that too, how it made
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a person tiny and awestruck, like those Chinese paintings, all mountain and gorge,
the little bit of a man visible, looking up, in the lower left corner. I may be digressing,
but digression is how Bishop builds up her vision: an image, then scene after scene,
until we know the whole moving direction of the mind or the heart. Enclose the full
business of that day, then- the crumbling driveway up to the old house, the cellar
odds and ends on the grass and the steps, the map, this "Top of the World" lifted up
for inspection, and beyond, that blaze of color, blue and red, untended, gone to a
defiant beauty. Enclose it, and we'd have something close to a poem, for no doubt
the urgent delphinium, the languid poppy, would launch us in their cross angles right
out of that careful, false enclosure- the poem- and into a secret, personal sense of
things, however cluttered, or even dangerous. Poems do that; they take us somewhere
else even as their words dissolve and we're back into the common world suddenly
now too rich, almost, to figure. Elizabeth Bishop's poems do this thing, transport,
and they do it with uncommon grace and life.
Her own life, of course, was vivid with movement. Born in 1911in Massachusetts
and raised by grandparentsthere and in Nova Scotia, Bishop lived in New York and
in Europe, in Key West and Mexico until, on a fluke when she was forty, she traveled
to South America by tramp steamer, stopping in Brazil for a three day visit. How
three days stretched into 18years is a matter for the gladdest mathematics. Her great
friend there, Lota de Macedo Soares, with whom she lived those years, brought her
immediately into the Brazilian artistic and intellectual community. "I don't feel 'out
of touch' or 'expatriated'or anything like that ..." she wrote Robert Lowell some
months after she had settled; "I was always too shy to have much 'intercommunication' in New York anyway, and I was miserably lonely there most of the time- here
I am extremely happy, for the first time in my life." She got there in 1951,writing
"Arrivalat Santos" in the weeks that followed. In that poem's fresh inventory, the
way its humor flashes to combine the domestic and the strange, we have that curious
energy that is pure Bishop.
"Here is a coast; here is a harbor,"she begins with a child's accuracy:
here,aftera meagerdiet of horizon,is some scenery:
shapedand- who knows?- self-pityingmountains,
unpractically
sad andharshbeneaththeirfrivolousgreenery,
with a littlechurchon top of one. And warehouses,
someof thempainteda feeblepink,or blue,
andsome tall,uncertainpalms.Oh, tourist,
is this how this countryis going to answeryou
andyourimmodestdemandsfor a differentworld,
anda betterlife, andcompletecomprehension
of both at last,and immediately,
aftereighteendaysof suspension?
What begins here as a simple listing quickly deepens into the adult's real view, cut
with irony and common sense, the joke not on the country, of course, but on the
short-sighted tourist or the self-effacing speaker herself. Bishop is tough, impatient
with what is falsely romantic, what memory would mindlessly prize, so cool and
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unblemished. The "picturesque": it just won't go - not with these "self-pitying mountains" or the "tall, uncertain palms."
"Finish your breakfast," she goes on in her no-nonsense way:
. . . The tender is coming,
a strange and ancient craft, flying a strange and brilliant rag.
So that's the flag. I never saw it before.
I somehow never thought of there being a flag.
but of course there was, all along. And coins, I presume,
and paper money; they remain to be seen.
And gingerly now we climb down the ladder backwards,
myself and a fellow passenger named Miss Breen,
descending into the midst of twenty-six freighters
waiting to be loaded with green coffee beans.
Please, boy, do be more careful with that boat hook!
Watch out! Oh! It has caught Miss Breen's
skirt! There! Miss Breen is about seventy,
a retired police lieutenant, six feet tall,
with beautiful bright blue eyes and a kind expression.
Her home, when she is at home, is in Glens Fall
\ New York . . .
Miss Breen - what luck to find her! - is the poem's three dimensional gift, a kind
of holograph of sturdy delight standing in relief before the sad mountains and warehouses, encircled by the busy harbor. Against the horizontal, that distant first layering
of landscape, Bishop sets this very vertical police lieutenant in her gravely comic descent into the waiting boat, not a digression at all but the thickening, knowable thread
in this foreign weave which threatens so easily to slip out of reach- certainly, already,
out of expectation. Glens Fall's, New York, check; six feet tall, check; retired, 70 years
old, check; beautiful bright blue eyes, yes. These prosaic details return us to our tiny
selves, and the wonder - often such a discovery in Bishop's work - of how the trivial
sustains us. "There," Bishop continues. "We are settled." And in that understated line
one feels a universe, rising and falling.
The custom officials will speak English, we hope,
and leave us our bourbon and cigarettes.
Ports are necessities, like postage stamps, or soap,
but they seldom seem to care what impression they make,
or, like this, only attempt, since it does not matter,
the unassertivecolors of soap, or postage stampswasting away like the former, slipping the way the latter
do when we mail the letters we wrote on the boat,
either because the glue here is very inferior
or because of the heat.
If we pause here, we might be breathless after this rush of surface fact and interpretation. And in this silence the poem's revelation is abruptly pitched. "We leave
Santos at once." Bishop tells us, "We are driving to the interior."
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That interior- the central mystery in Bishop's work- is the destination she most
maps us toward, however off-hand her way might be. In a much later poem, "The
Moose," finished in 1972,Bishop carefullyevokes the close magic of an overnight bus
ride, the coastal road running like some marvelous ribbon down from Canada to
Boston. The point, of course, is the moose itself; it makes its god-like entrance from
the midnight woods and stops the bus cold- "towering, antlerless,"the poet says,
seeming "high as a church,/homely as a house" to the amazed, nearly speechless passengers. But the moments that earn this spectacle come earlier in a more familiar,
cozier dark. Here, amid the others' snores and long sighs, we almost lose the speaker
to what she calls her "dreamydivagation," her "gentle, auditory,/slow hallucination"
which brings up, from the back of the bus, "Grandparents'voices"
uninterruptedly
talking, in Eternity:
names being mentioned,
things cleared up finally;
what he said, what she said,
who got pensioned;
deaths, deaths and sicknesses;
the year he remarried;
the year (something) happened.
She died in childbirth.
That was the son lost
when the schooner foundered.
He took to drink. Yes.
She went to the bad.
When Amos began to pray
even in the store and
finally the family had
to put him away.
"Yes . . ." that peculiar
affirmative."Yes ..."
A sharp, indrawn breath,
half groan, half acceptance,
that means "Life'slike that.
We know it (also death.)"
Talking the way they talked
in the old featherbed,
peacefully,on and on,
dim lamplight in the hall,
down in the kitchen, the dog
tucked in her shawl.
{CompletePoems171-172)

From this dense resourceof memory- the /^remembered - we are wrenched into
what seems, though it is not, the grandest hallucination of all, the ghostly moose out
on the macadam. This is Bishop's dramatic sense at work, how she moves the mind
quickly or languidly, layering scene and gesture as backdrop like some richly tinted
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geological map we cut through to reach the earth's iridescent core. But her touch is
so light that we are never cornered into insight or burdened by its presence. From
this comes the quiet moral radiance of her poems, a tone neither insistent nor bombastic but nevertheless brimming with the capacity to see and feel. There is no pretense here, no self-important reach for the highest ground. Her words, being nearly
transparent,allow the world to pass through. The movement is gradual and unforeseen. "I feel my way through a poem," she has said. "[A] phrasemay find its way into
my head like something floating in the sea, and presently, it attracts others to it"
(Brown 296). So this creature,the poem, bit by bit begins to happen the way meaning
or mystery- or affection for that matter- really happens, not with quick, forgettable
hype, but memorably, over time. Even the love poem, a form usually caught up in
some sort of amplification or urgency, tends to loosen and widen in her hands. Poems
such as "The Shampoo" or her villanelle, "One Art," keep to a movement and a tone
largely happenstance, this in spite of the press of their traditional cadence and rhyme.
One thinks of Bishop's friend, Marianne Moore, and her remark that "the deepest
feeling always shows itself . . . / not in silence, but restraint"(Moore 91). And oddly,
in these poems it is Bishop's restraintthat suggests its two opposites: ease and passion.
However effortlessly her poems unfold, her way of working was a conscious choice
made early in life when she discovered the work of George Herbert and GerardManley Hopkins, poets whose style she called "baroque" something close to what she
wanted in her own work: "to portray,"as she was to quote the scholar M. W. Croll
for a college paper, "not a thought, but the mind thinking," that "moment in which
the truth is still imagined!*(Croll 7). Writing not merely to copy experience but in
fact to have it- to catch the mind in all its wayward flashing turns- invites that
crucial element in good poetry, I think, that surprise so valued by Bishop. Her affection for William Carlos Williams'spoem "The Sea-Elephant,"for example, lay in how
she saw his transition quickening wonder to a rich bravado.
Trundledfrom
the strangenessof the seaa kindof
heavenLadiesandGentleman!
... the gigantic
O wallow
sea-elephant!
of flesh
(36)
In the class she taught at Harvard, she praised his poem for such leaps, though for
her its finest surprise was the nerve of its "Blouaugh," a word coined by Williams for
the elephant's roar (Gioia 100). It's easy to see why Bishop loved the present tense,
that immediate circuitry of much of her work- though often she switches tense, as
she once claimed in interview, for ". . . depth, space, foreground, background"
(Brown 298). This is how the mind works; we think about yesterday, say, then this
minute's push and pull, then some brightly imagined Sunday afternoon three weeks
from now. So the mind and the poem right herefind perspective, context, place.
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Such layering lends dramatic force to Bishop's weave of image and scene. In an
earlierpoem, "Over2,000 Illustrationsand a Complete Concordance,"the poet begins
in the sudden present, this moment, bent over an enormous Bible and its slow, eerie
drawings. 'Thus should have been our travels," she decides, "serious, engravable."
Then, with typical precision, she follows with "the Tomb, the Pit, the Sepulcher,"the
date palm branches that "look like files," the "birds/ suspended on invisible threads
above the Site"- scenes struck for something, clearly, some wonder, some classic
meaning.
Not so the speaker'sown travels which are taken up next, one by one, in honest
recollection. Here, mainly, is loud, unblinking incongruity, and hardly engravable: a
dead man, in Mexico, for instance, decked out in a "blue arcade"against the blaring
jukebox and its "Ay, Jalisco!", or at Marrakesh, the "pockmarked prostitutes / . . .
their tea-trayson their heads / . . . naked and giggling / . . . asking for cigarettes."But
it wasn't those sad women who seemed most frightening; it was that "holy grave,"
the poet tells us, "not looking particularlyholy / . . . open to every wind from the
pink desert / . . . half-filled with dust, not even the dust / of the poor prophet . . .
who once lay there." The Arab guide who brought her stands looking on, amused at
such distress- or at such innocence.
Travels:serious, yes- but engravable?"Everything connected by cand'and 'and,'"
Bishop writes. For how, really,to arrangesuch troubling scenes for meaning, how to
add connectives that guide and give perspective, not that neutral and but the real
teachers, the becauseand the though or the quick and hopeful if "Open the book,"
the poet says at last.
Openthe heavybook. Whycouldn'twe haveseen
this old Nativitywhilewe wereat it>
- the darkajar,the rocksbreakingwith light,
an undisturbed,unbreathingflame,
colorless,sparkless,freelyfed on straw,
andlulled,within,a familywith pets.
- andlookedandlookedour infantsight away. (58-59)
This ending irony where only the imaginedtruth has any beauty is like a fine catch
in the throat. And yet the specifics of such invention stubbornly carry their own
vitality, regardless of the poem's dark intentions. No matter how carefully Bishop
chooses detail to deepen and buoy up that spirit of ennui, her own "infant sight"
surfaces anyway in her unmistakable slant on things, that peculiar wonder which
could cut through years of culture'sdroning overlay to see things new. Imagine anyone but Bishop calling the age-old creche pose- the Virgin and her child, and Joseph
and how many warm-breathedbeasts- simply "a family with pets." Such small turns
often loom large- as when she calls breads made with corn-meal in a Rio bakery
"yellow-fever victims / laid out in a crowded ward," or a boarded-up beach house,
shingled green, "a sort of artichokeof a house, but greener,"or a young cousin's coffin
"a little frosted cake." It is often her humor, coming into the gravest subjects, that
both unnerves and disarms us.
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This humor, evident in so many of her poems, is for me of the most cherished sort:
affectionately ironic toward convention, quirky, sprung from an odd though immensely sane intelligence. For Bishop, it was a matter of art and life. One story might
be characteristic,one she told to Randall Jarrellabout her ride with MarianneMoore
to the burial, in 1949, of Moore's mother with whom Moore lived for over half a
century. The car was thick with a mournful silence until Bishop, who had for years
shared Moore's love of the exotic- circuses, zoos, amusement parks- noticed a small
sign along the road. "See the Little Reptile Farm," she read aloud. Moore, she told
Jarrell,looked up hopefully; then, remembering where she was, and why, dropped
once more into her sorrow. Count one second. Two. Then- "Maybe on the way
back," she whispered to Bishop (Jarrell327).
That Bishop herself loved this story makes clearerfor me what I find so striking in
her work- the way her poems resist what is predictable, the public should of their
circumstance, and find instead their own shape and revelation. Just as Bishop, given
the conventions of grief, shouldhave stifled her wish to read that sign, so shouldthe
narrator,in one of her most ambitious poems, "Crusoe in England," feel well-rid of
his god-forsaken island and glad to be back in London. He is- but more importantly,
he can never be. It is those makeshift relics- his flute, his parasol, his shriveled
shoes- that haunt him, and fill him with darkness and longing.
The knife there on the shelf it reeked of meaning, like a crucifix.
It lived. How many years did I
beg it, implore it, not to break?
I knew each nick and scratch by heart,
the bluish blade, the broken tip ...
Now it won't look at me at all. (166)

So often Bishop's stance invites these turns, and it is easy to be overcome by their
lived, homemade, even ridiculous beauty. For all the alleged personal reserve of her
poems, and her own impatience with the so-called confessional poets- "they seldom
have anything interesting to confess anyway,"she said once in interview, "or a lot of
things I should think were best left unsaid" (Wehr 327)- the power of her images
(Robinson Crusoe's heartbreaking objects among them) is in how they reveal the
human interior, those elements in ourselves precious precisely because they are not
public, elements whose deep chemistry can both delight and defeat. "As a child,"
Bishop wrote, "I used to look at my grandfather'sbible under a powerful readingglass. The letters . . . were suddenly as big as life, as alive, and rainbow-edged. It
seemed to illuminate as it magnified; it could also be used as a burning-glass"(Blurb).
Her poem "In the Waiting Room," from her last collection, GeographyIII, is conscious of this dangerous double wealth: illumination and its fire. Immediately we are
pressed back to 1918,to Worcester, Massachusettswhere the poet recallsin super-real
detail exactly how it was to wait for her silly Aunt Consuelo in the dentist's outer
office, riveted to the lurid National Géographie,its black volcano "spilling . . . rivulets
of fire" as remote and alarming as the image on another page, that "dead man slung
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on a poleALong Pig5 the caption read." On and on, the child keeps reading- "I was
too shy to stop" she tells us- until from the inside office, this "ohl of pain/- Aunt
Consuelo's voice." But for Bishop, who's so careful to invoke the lamplit, overheated
room, the piles of overcoats, the rising feverish pitch of those National Geographic
pages, ('Their breastswere horrifying") the greatest shock is coming.
... it was me,
my voice, in my mouth.
Without thinking at all
I was my foolish aunt,
I- we- were falling, falling,
our eyes glued to the cover
of the National Geographic,
February1918. (190)

What follows is the frantic, puzzled disorder of thought itself- questions, reassurances ("I said to myself: three days/and you'll be seven years old") about who is who,
where lines fall between the self and the world. For anyone but Bishop, this might
have become a dreadful, heavy-handed passage, full of abstractmelodrama, but here
it flies- panic complete with the child's real disembodied view.
- I couldn'tsee anyhighershadowygrayknees,
trousersandskirtsand boots
anddifferentpairsof hands
lyingunderthe lamps.
I knewthatnothingstranger
hadeverhappened.. . .
WhyshouldI be my aunt,
or me, or anyone?
Bishop gives us more of this, and more "a big black wave, another, and another"
until she pulls us out by telling us simply,
The Warwas on. Outside,
in Worcester,Massachusetts
werenight andslushandcold,
andit was stillthe fifth
of February,1918. (160-161)
That the discovery of self is pinned to a simultaneous discovery of the attendant
world is, perhaps, an old idea, but newly clear in this poem. In taking up carefully
what we see, that which pleases us or darkly stuns us, we define ourselves anyway,
automatically. As visiting poet at the University of Washington in 1966, Bishop
pressed this point on the young writers in her class who seemed anxious to reveal the
"truth"about themselves in their poems. 'The fact is we always tell the truth about
ourselves, despite ourselves," she told them (Wehr 319). But this wasn't news to
Bishop; for her, it was a matter of instinctive grace and honesty. The important thing,
she wrote that year to Anne Stevenson, lay elsewhere, in something absolutely crucial
for art and its creation: "a self-forgetful, perfectly useless concentration"(66).
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Useless? As useless, perhaps, as her wry, luminous wasps' nest, high as treasurein
that remote blue pharmacy; or as useless, I suppose, as the wonder which fills us,
before we even think about it, with a rare, self-forgetful joy.
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